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May 14,1997

203 Fingal Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15211

Environmental Quality Board (EQB)

P.O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105

Dear Sirs:

I want to make a request regarding the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal. I would ask that
you reject this proposal and adopt the simpler, better standards of the EPA. I want to know our
water is safe and clean.

Please write and let me know that this request will be honored. You can reply by writing to me at
the above address.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Wrginia Whitney
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May 14, 1997

Dear Sirs:

Please protect our waterways from further degradation.
Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal
and instead adopt the simpler, better standards of the EPA.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Dale D. Koonce
401 Hillside Road
King of Prussia, Pa. 19406
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May 14, 1997

Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department
of Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-
degradation regulations. This is a very important proposal and my
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order
1996-1, which requires the department to revise all of its
regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds
federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that
states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than what is
contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards.
This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judge-
ment calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not
meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify
for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to out-
standing resource waters as contained in the federal regulations.
Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and includes
streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its
assessment of high quality and exceptional value waters. Notice
by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate
municipalti.es, planning commissions and all applicants that have
received planning or subdivision and land development approval
within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden
for applicants included in this proposal. The provisions regarding
dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also endorse the
use of general permits on high quality streams and suppoffthe ex-
pansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.
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Codorua Monitoring Network
' W6rking toward a healthy Codorus Creek

R.D.4, Box 4624, Spring Grove, PA 17362
Phone/Fax: (717) 225-3769 E-mail: codorusnet@aoi.com

May 1 4 , 1 9 9 7

Environmental Quality Board
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Codorus Monitoring Network Inc. urges PA DEP to adopt regulations
which meet the standards of the Clean Water Act. Specifically:

* Return to the current standards for selecting "High Quality"
streams.

* Provide existing use protection while reviewing data.

* Strengthen protection for "Exceptional Value" streams.

Our organization is keenly aware of how difficult it is to bring a
stream into compliance with water quality standards once a
"pollution precedent" has been established. The waterways of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania deserve the full protection of the

Our organization does not want to see any stream degraded and wants
laws enacted and enforced that will protect our water resources
from anything close to the disgraceful condition of Codorus Creek
in York County.

Respectfully submitted,

John Klunk, President

Printed with soy based ink on Cross Pointe Aquarius processed to 85 brightness without chlorine. Contains virgin pulps bleached by
oxygen delignification and hydrogen peroxide, and 20% post-consumer waste bleached with peroxide and sodium hydrosulfite.
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BillMcCune
713 Westmoreland Ave.
Jeannette, PA 15644

May 14,1997

Mr. James Self, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, P A 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Seif:

This letter is in opposition to the proposed changes for Pennsylvania's Antidegredation regulations
concerning the "existing uses" for the waters of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as they appeared
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The current "existing uses" protection afforded by the EPA in response
to a Federal order to include such language in the regulations is at least representative of the Clean
Water Act.

I am also veiy disappointed that the DEP did not mention wetlands in their antidegredation proposed
changes. In the past, protection of wetlands not under jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers was
afforded by Pennsylvania regulations. In the past two years, we have seen these good regulations
nibbled away by changes in the general permit regulations, adoption of the use of the Army Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual, instead of the Federal Manual for Delineating Jurisdictional
Wetlands and now, no mention of the antidegredation of wetlands in the proposed antidegredation
regulation. Wetlands are waters of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and deserve protection equal
to the federal regulations.

Here in southwestern PA, we are losing streams to coal mining, both from waste disposal sites and
subsidence. Past industrial practices concerning wastewater effluents of steel mills and related
industries nearfy destroyed our support industries did kill many streams
in counties adjoining Allegheny County. We need strong "existing use" regulations and an agency that
is willing to enforce those regulations. I am against any proposal for "existing use" protection that
qualifies the Federal language as this proposal does. Make the PA regulations the same as the Federal
regulations.

The proposed regulations have very little good and much bad. They should be rejected by the board.
It is time to listen to the citizens of Pennsylvania who want a clean and green legacy for our children.

Yours in Conservation,

BiUMcCune
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May 14, 1997

Mr James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very
important proposal and my comments are as follows: :/ :

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The
DEP should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards
rather than what is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This
proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If
data indicates the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should
not qualify for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters
as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope
and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters,, Notice by first classmail must be sent to any applicant with a
pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all appjjcants.that have received, planning or subdivision and land
deydp^entapprpyaiwitojn t j j ^ s t five years', ,' ...,, , ,.;,%ri« ?



May 14, 1997

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in
this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We
also endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of
this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Thomas G.M. Bentley ^
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May 14,1997

Senator Richard Tighlman
Main Capitol Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120
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Senator Tighlman : :

I am writing this letter to urge you not to allow lower water quality standards. We must
reject the Department of Environmental Protection Agency's anti-degradation proposal.
The issue of clean water is something that must not be compromised. I support the
simpler, better clean water standards proposed by the Environmental Protection Agency.
I know that I can count on you for your support in the fight for clean water.

Please confirm that you have read this letter and include your comments to it.

424 Powdernorn Rd
King of Prussia, PA



Anna M. Pyshnik
10145 Hillcrest Ave.
Wexford,Pa. 15090
May 14,1997
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Environmental Quality Board
DEP
P. O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105

Dear Members of the Board,

Please reject The DEP's current anti-degradation proposal and adopt the simpler,
better standards of the of the EPA. We need to have a cleaner environment for ourselves
and future generations. Thank you for you continues work in this area.

Sincerely,

Anna M. Pyshnik



May 13, 1997
Mr. James Self
Page 2

DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high
quality and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any
applicant with a pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate
municipalities, planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning or
subdivision and land development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants
included in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are
welcomed. We also endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and
support the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Jqjhn A. Westrum
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Douglas & Amy Cnesse 498 Evergreen Rd
King of Prussia, PA 19406 ssrg»

May 14,1997

Environmental Quality Board
DEP, P.O. Box 8465"
Hanrisburg, PA 17105

We are concerned with the DEP's proposed new regulations that would lower water quality standards.
Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal.

We kindly request your reply.

Sincerely,

Douglas A. Cresse

$LO. Cn^-—
Amy u. Cresse

g e i o v E

MAY I 9 m

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
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May 14, 1997 J

Mr. James Seif fH ;
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important
proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than
what is contained in the proposal as "generally better then" standards. This proposal of
"generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates
the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a
high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as
contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and
includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions
and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval
within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in
this proposal. The provisions regarding discharges with minimal impact are welcomed. We also
endorse the use if general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this
practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Glenn E. Garis
President

209 Green Street • P.O. Box 397 • Souderton, PA 18964 • (215)723-6713 • Fax (215) 723-8717
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; Date: 14-May-1997 06:33pm EST
From: Fred Bohls CFP

f cf p@ ix.netcom.com@PMDF@DER0 0 3

TO: Regcomments ( Regcomments@Al.c3ep.state.pa.us@PMDF@

Subject: Proposed Antidegradation Regulationsn

Atten: Mr. James Self, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board

RE: Proposed Antidegredation Regulations (Revisions to PA code
Chapters 92, 93, and 95 published on January 21, 1997)

I am writing to express my opposition to thje proposed new
antidegredation regulations for Pennsylvania, the Proposal weakens the
protections that exist under current regulations promulgated for
Pennsylvania by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and does not
ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutly aware of the ecological
damage that can be done by any degradation of water quality.
Pennsylvania is home to many outstanding trout streams that attracts
anglers from all over the world. These waters and their fisheries are
threatened from a variety of sources, including coal minimg and its
after effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial
pollution. These sources are so pervasive that unless we make
protecting high water quality a top priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout Unlimited is submitting comments on
the regulations pointing out their specific shortcommings. The
regulations should not be adopted unless all of the problems pointed out
in those comments are corrected. The existing set of regulations is
vastly preferable to the proposals as now written.

Sincerely,

FRED BOHLS, Legislative Chairman
State Council, Trout Unlimited

FRED BOHLS, CFP
Bohls Financial Services
P. 0. Box 3303
Camp Hill, PA 17011-9698
Office: (717) 732-2448
Fax: (717) 732-2414
e-mail: fcfp@ix.netcom.com
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May 14, 1997

302 East Harford Street, P.O. Box 276
Milfoid, Pennsylvania 18337

Fax: 717-296-5682

1

6(997 p\
Mr James Seif, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

MAY

\ENVViS5£si£iissM

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP)
proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important proposal and my comments are as
follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the department to
revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental regulations. In several instances,
Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that states water
quality must "exceed" standards rather than what is contained in the proposal as "generally better than"
standards. This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department If
data indicates the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high
quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as contained in the
federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and includes streams that would never
qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and exceptional value
waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending permit, any existing discharge
permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning or
subdivision and land development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in this proposal. The
provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also endorse the use of general permits
on high quality streams and support the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely, / ^ v

Serving the Tri-State Area Since 1967
Residential • Commercial • Additions • Renovations
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ACTS Center-Blue Bell
375 Morris Road
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Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the
Department of Environmental Protection1 s ("DEP") proposed water quality
antidegradation regulations. This is a very.important proposal, and my
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor1 s Executive Order
1996-1, which requires the Department to revise all of its regulations
to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental regulations. In
several instances, Pennsylvania1 s program exceeds federal standards.
The DEP should adopt the federal language that states water quality
must "exceed" standards rather than what is contained in the proposal
as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally
better than" standards allows for judgment calls by the Department. If
data indicate the stream does not meet even one water-quality standard,
the stream should not qualify for a high-quality or exceptional-value
designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional-value program should apply only to
outstanding resource waters as contained in.the federal regulations•
Currently, DEP1 s program is much broader in scope and includes streams
that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its
assessment of high-quality and exceptional-value waters* Notice by
first-class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending permit,
any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities,
planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning or
subdivision and land development approval within the last five years.

I support the Department' s efforts to reduce the permitting burden
for applicants included in this proposal. The provisions regarding
dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed • I also endorse the use

\

Gerald Hamburg
Edward Rubin
J. Edmund Mullin
J. Scott Maxwell
Steven H. Lupin
Douglas I Zcidcrs
Carl N. Weincr
Jonathan Samel
Merle R. Ochrach
Mark F. Himsworth
Michael B. Goodman
Steven A. Hann
Steven B. Barrett
Margaret R. Crinnion
Christen A. Gilmore
Robin E. Seifert
Eric P. Kressman

AlanR.Kayc
•Michael R. Harris

Of Counsel

•Member Honda Bar



Mr. James Self

May 14, 1997

of general permits on high-quality streams and support the expansion of
this practice to exceptional-value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments•

Very truly yours,

HAMBURG, RUBIN, MULLIN, MAXWELL & LUPIN

JEM:mlm
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43 Francis Street
Uniontown, PA 15401
May 14, 1997

Environmental Quality Board
P. O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Sirs:

e n o w j ;

MAY 9 1997

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

We are native Pennsylvania citizens who are concerned about our environment. We,
therefore, urge you to reject the DEPs antidegradation proposal.

Please send a response to:

John F. and Sally McDermott
43 Francis Street
Uniontown, PA 15401
(Phone: 412-439-1299)

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

2^r^\S>s
John F McDern*

Sally McDermott
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Edward R. Brezina
Bureau of Watershed Conservation
P.O. Box 8555

Harrisburg, PA 171055-8555

RE: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations

Dear Mr Brezina:
I am completely opposed to your gutting everything that is good about the current

antidegradation regulations and replacing them with weaker laws that will not protect our
streams. These new regs will not protect existing uses, will make it harder for streams to get
protection as high quality and exceptional value streams, and worst of all, will allow the
redesignation of existing streams to lower categories that offer less protection.

The few good elements of your proposed scheme cannot be separated from the overall bad
language. 1 would suggest, therefore, that you withdraw the entire package and rewrite it so that
it protects the environment. In the alternative, keep the regulations now in place.

In addition, these proposed regulations do not meet minimum federal requirements, and you
know that they do not. You were hired to protect the environment, so please do your job and
stop wasting taxpayer money by refusing to comply with the law.

S i n c e r e l *p%.
Name: \T&&" t4oltOn/.

cc: Michael McCabe,
EPA Regional Administrator
841 Chestnut Building
Philadelphia, PA 19107

IS
8
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May 14, 1997

Mr. James Seif7 Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Hamsburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Seif:

This letter is in opposition to the proposed changes for Pennsylvania's Antidegredation regulations
cooceming the "existing uses" for the waters of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as they appeared
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. H e current "existing uses" protection afforded by the EPA in response
to a Federal order to include such language in the regulations is at least representative of the Clean
Water Act.

I am also very disappointed that the DEP did not mention wetlands in their antidegpedation proposed
changes. In the past, protection of wetlands not under jurisdiction of the Anny Corps of Engineers was
afforded by Pennsylvania regulations. In the past two years, we have seen these good regulations
nibbled away by changes in the general permit regulations, adoption of the use of the Anny Corps of
Engineer; Wetland Delineation Manual, instead of the Federal Manual for Delineating Jurisdictional
Wetlands and now, no mention of the antidegredation of wetlands in the proposed antidegredation
regulation. Wetlands are wateis of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and deserve protection equal
to the federal regulations.

Here in southwestern PA. we are losing streams to coal mining, both from waste disposal sites and
subsidence. We need strong "existing use" regulations and an agency that is willing to enforce those
regulations. I am against any proposal for "existing use" protection that qualifies the Federal
language as this proposal does. Make the PA regulations the same as the Federal regulations.

The proposed regulations have very little good and much bad. They should be rejected by the board.

Sincerely,
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May 14,1997

Environmental Quality Board
DEP
P.O. Box 84645

Harrisbw&PA 17105

Re: Clem Water Action:

To Whom it may Concern:
This letter is in regards to the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal. We wish the
proposal to be rejected

Big businesses should not be allowed to dump anymore waste into the waterways. If they
continued to dump wastes into the streams and lakes, what would happen to our eco-system
in the future. Think about it

Sincerely,

James and Joanne Lagan
160 Flintlock Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

fl E © IS 0 W E
MAY 2 I 1997 \D

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
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LeoLJEstes „•;.,.,

511 Saudeave. f ̂~

Essington,Pa. 19029-1112

05-14-97

Environmental Quality Board

DEP

RO.BOX 8465

HarrisbuTftPa, 17105

E e LUX
MAY I 9 1997 1

ENVIRONMENTAIQUAUTYBOARO

N e w Proposal /Water Qualify Rules

Gentleman:
Pleases consider this letter to be m y protest against the subject I

I am not at aH satisfied with the continued effort on the part o f D E P to avoid reasonable
protection for Pennsylvania Waters. T h e persons operating as the state's representatives are still
applying the dilatory tactics which have twice within memoiy resulted in litigation which found the
DEP at fault and the EPA forced to step in.

And now the new proposal is, for all intents and purposes, worse ! Such as :
HQ and EV need to stay as protected water uses, so that our best streams will not be
downgraded.
Contrary to Federal regulations no weight is given to public lands in the selection process.
Another loophole—allows discharges and degradation in EV waters.
There is no integration of wetlands protection with anti-degradation:
Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level How long are they expected to last
under these conditions.

This proposal is loaded with items which are damaging to the environment. It should not be given
any credence in its present form these regulations should be rejected!

I am asking that my feelings be conveyed to the members of the Board.

ThankYou

Leo '
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May 14, 1997

Mr. James Seif, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Seif:

This letter is in opposition to the proposed changes for Pennsylvania's Antidegredation regulations
concerning the "existing uses" for the waters of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as they appeared
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The current "existing uses" protection afforded by the EPA in response
to a Federal order to include such language in the regulations is at least representative of the Clean
Water Act.

I am also very disappointed that the DEP did not mention wetlands in their antidegredation proposed
changes. In the past protection of wetlands not under jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers was
afforded by Pennsylvania regulations. In the past two years, we have seen these good regulations
nibbled away by changes in the general permit regulations, adoption of the use of the Army Corps of
Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual, instead of the Federal Manual for Delineating Jurisdictions!
Wetlands and now, no mention of the antidegredation of wetlands in the proposed antidegredation
regulation. Wetlands are waters of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and deserve protection equal
to the federal regulations.

Here in southwestern PA, we are losing streams to coal mining, both from waste disposal sites and
subsidence. We need strong "existing use" regulations and an agency that is willing to enforce those
regulations. I am against any proposal for "existing use" protection that qualifies the Federal
language as this proposal does. Make the PA regulations the same as the Federal regulations.

The proposed regulations have very little good and much bad. They should be rejected by the board.

Sincerely,

/% /&%% W ^ - f -
/

SJJJJ
MAY 2 \ f997
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Environrnental Quality boar
DEP, PO Box 8465
HarrisDurc, PA '7105

"ne [ lea- water AC!

Too whom it may concern

! am writing to request mat you reject the DEPs current ar.ti-aeqradanon
proposal we neec standards cnat protect our waterways from any more
oegraaafon'
Please seno a ̂ eoiy1

Sincerely,

Melissa A. Kline
317 Prince Frederick Street
King of Prussia, ?A 19406

Unjj
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DE?, PC Box 5465
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To wncm it may concern.

i am writing to reauest that you reject trie DEP's current snti-aegrscation
proposal we neec standards tnat protect ox waterways from any more
degradation;
p'ease se-c a re:^>

Sincerely.

MyrnaM. Kline
317 Prince Frecien
Kinc of Pruss-5. P, ' : 9-406"
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May 14, 1997

Hi.-
Environmantal Quality Board
DEP
PO Box 8465
Harrisburgh PA 17105

Dear Sir/Madam:

I write to urge you to reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal
regarding our water quality in Pennsylvania. We recently moved to
Pennsylvania from New Hampshire and would like to support efforts for
preserving the quality of our water.

Adopt the simpler, better standards of the EPA. Thank you, and please reply.

Sincerely,

Michael and Martha Ladam
10046 Oakridge Drive
Wexford PA 15090
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May 14, 1997

Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department
of Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality anti-
degradation regulations. This is a very important proposal and my
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order
1996-1, which requires the department to revise all of its
regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds
federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that
states water quality must "exceed11 standards rather than what is
contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards.
This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judge-
ment calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not
meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify
for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to out-
standing resource waters as contained in the federal regulations.
Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and includes
streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its
assessment of high quality and exceptional value waters. Notice
by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate
municipalties, planning commissions and all applicants that have
received planning or subdivision and land development approval
within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden
for applicants included in this proposal. The provisions regarding
dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also endorse the
use of general permits on high quality streams and suppoffthe ex-
pansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comment?.
Sincerely,

'i&Ju)®A~4
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May 14, 1997

Dear Sirs:

Please protect our waterways from further degradation.
Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal
and instead adopt the simpler, better standards of the EPA.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Dale D. Koonce
401 Hillside Road
King of Prussia, Pa. 19406

JJJJJE
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May 14,1997

203 Fingal Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15211

Environmental Quality Board (EQB)

P.O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105

Dear Sirs:

I want to make a request regarding the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal. I would ask that
you reject this proposal and adopt the simpler, better standards of the EPA. I want to know our
water is safe and clean.

Please write and let me know that this request will be honored. You can reply by writing to me at
the above address.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Wrginia Whitney

DiA- JXi i
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May 14,1997

Environmental Quality Board
Dept. of Environmental Protection
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

To the members of the Board::

I am writing this letter to urge you not to allow lower water quality standards. We must
reject the Department of Environmental Protection Agency's anti-degradation proposal.
The issue of clean water is something that must not be compromised. I support the
simpler, better clean water standards proposed by the Environmental Protection Agency.
I know that I can count on you for your support in the fight for clean water.

Please confirm that you have read this letter and include your comments to it.

R<

Phyllis Archer
424 Powderhorn Rd
King of Prussia, PA

rrnriX
MAf i G 1997
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James Self, Esquire
Chairman, Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

RE: Proposed Anti-Degredation Regulations
(Revisions to Chapter 92, 93 and 95 of
the Pennsylvania Code, Published 1/21/97)

Dear Chairman Self:

The signatories to this letter are writing to express their
opposition to the proposed anti-degredation regulations published
on January 21, 1997 as proposed amendments to Chapters 92, 93 and
95 of the Pennsylvania Code.

Pennsylvania's prior anti-degredation regulations were found
inadequate by the only federal court which has considered the
issue. As a result, EPA imposed federal anti-degredation
regulations on Pennsylvania in January of this year.

The proposed revisions to Chapters 92, 93 and 95 of the
Pennsylvania Code are less protective than those which pre-dated
the Raymond Proffit Foundation decision. Obviously, they are less
protective than the federal regulations now in effect. Some
highlights of the proposal's shortcomings are as follows:

The Clean Water Act and the regulations in place
now require that "[e]xisting instream water uses
and the level of water quality necessary to
protect the existing uses shall be maintained and
protected." The proposed regulations only protect
existing uses "when the Department's evaluation of
technical data establishes" that a water has
attained an existing use. This conditions the
law's protection on whatever review process DEP
chooses to implement. Such unbridled bureaucratic
disgression leaves much room for mischief.



James Self, Esquire
May 14, 1997

* While the definition of Exceptional Value ("EV")
waters has not appreciably changed, DEP no longer
would give any weight to waters located on public
lands in the selection criteria. This is contrary
to the federal regulation.

* The protection afforded High Quality ("HQ")
streams contains a loophole for discharges that
exhaust less than 25% of a stream's capacity to

\ assimilate pollution. This permits continuing,
incremental degredation of water quality in these
streams.

* The regulations do not contain an absolute
prohibition on additional discharges into EV

* Currently DEP designates watersheds as HQ or EV;
the new regulations provide only for the
designation of "surface waters" as HQ or EV. This
ignores springs, seeps, wetlands and tributaries.

We understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting detailed
comments on the proposed regulations. The proposed regulations
should not be adopted in their current form. They should be
amended to incorporate the comments of Pennsylvania Trout. If
they cannot be so amended, the proposed regulations should be
dropped in favor of continuing the existing regulatory scheme.

Many of us in Northeastern Pennsylvania have struggled long
to correct the harmful environmental effects of decisions made by
previous generations. We have come to realize that business
development and respect for the environment are not contradictory
goals. There is no reason to degrade now these watersheds which
are presently categorized as high quality or of exceptional value.

Very truly yours,

Ralph'E. Kates, III, Esquire
Legislative Chairman, Stanley
Cooper Sr. Chapter Trout Unlimited
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James Self, Esquire
May 14, 1997
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Dear Sir,
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As a concerned citizen and member of Trout Unlimited,
I would like to [gprnment on PA's proposed antidegradation and
water quality standards which have been proposed. My primary
concern is that PA's proposed regulations will allow more
degradation of PA's waters than those of the EPA. The current
regulations are much more desirable than the proposed regula-

I believe that under definitions, the words "surface
water11 should be replaced with "watersheds". I also do not
support deleting HQ and EV from the list of protected water
uses. This would remove EPA oversight.

I also believe that requiring a stream to pass both a
chemistry and a biology test to qualify as high quality is
less restrictive and does not meet federal requirements.
Under level of protection, I believe the word "discharges"
should be replaced with the word activities.

I also oppose the minimal impact discharge provision.
A discharge cannot maintain and protect water quality if it
uses up to 25% of the assimilative capacity of the water.

Also there should be no mechanism for local residents
or local governments to have a veto power over EV decisions.
The water in question is always the water of the Commonwealth
and not the sole domain of local residents and governing
bodies.

I believe that there are many weaknesses in the current
DEP proposal. We need consider only what is best for the
Commonwealth's residents and its resources. I believe these
proposed regulations need a complete overhaul. I will be
watching.

Thank you

jj) B g d O W d
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i o whom it may concern.

! am writing to request mat you reject the DEP's current anti-cegraasncn
proposal, we neeo stancarcs tnat protect our waterways from any mere
degradation!
Dia^cp car.,] s ranjyi

sincereiv.

Ruth O'RourKe
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Kinq of Prussia, ?A 19406
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To whom it may concern.

I am writing to request that you reject tne DEP's current anti-aegraaanen
proposal, we neeo stancarcs tnat protect our waterways from any mere
degradation!
D!ease se^a a reoiv

blncereiv,

Ruth O'Rour:-:e'
317 Pnnce Frederick stree
Kmq of Prussia, PA 19406
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THE BASILE CORPORATION <™>
202 Black Matt Road
Douglassville, PA 19518-9723
Telephone (610) 326-9090
Fax (610) 323-2327

May 14, 1997 n

Mr. James Seif, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental Protection's
(DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important proposal and my
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than what
is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better
than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not
meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional
value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as
contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and includes
streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions and
all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval within the
last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in the
proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also endorse
the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this practice to
exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Very truly yours,

THE BASILE CORPORATION

Robert Basile
President

RB:pak



THE PINE CREEK VALLEY
WATERSHED ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 239
Oley, PA 19547
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Mr. James M. Self, Chairman (PERJHJ)
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, Pa. 17101-8477

Re: Proposed Rulemaking on Antidegradation
as per March 22, 1997, Pa. Bulletin

Dear Mr. Seif:

The Pine Creek Valley Watershed Association hereby submits
its written comments regarding the above.

PCVWA is an organization dedicated to the protection of
the waters and ecosystem of the Pine Creek basin in eastern
Berks County. Its members include the majority of landowners
in the watershed.

As protectors of a watershed classified as "Exceptional Value",
PCVWA keenly believes that a strong antidegradation policy
is essential for the continued maintenance of the unique water
quality of the Pine Creek. The proposed regulations, however,
will do just the opposite. They will in effect allow the degradation
of waters to occur with greater ease and frequency than the
present federally (EPA) promulgated regulations. In sum, PCVWA
demands that the EPA regulations remain in place.

PCVWA also submits the following comments regarding specific

GENERAL NPDES PERMITS, as per Chapt. 92.81

The present prohibition of general NPDES permits in Special
Protection Watersheds should remain.

DEFINITIONS, AS PER Chapt. 93.1

In both the High Quality and Exceptional Value definitions,
"watersheds" should replace "surface waters."

PROTECTED WATER USES, as per Chapt. 93.3

Both EV and HQ should remain as protected water uses.Their
removal as such, by the proposed regulations, will allow DEP to
alter the designation threshold, which will in turn lead to
the reassessing and downgrading of present EV and HQ streams.
EPA scrutiny in required to assure that politically motivated
actions by DEP do not lead to decreased protection for our
best waters.



(2)

EXISTING USES, as per Chapt. 93.4a

The fed.language "Existing in-stream uses and the level
of water quality necessary to protect the existing uses shall
be maintained and protected1' should be adopted.

Endangered species should also receive protection here
with specific language that will prohibit any activity in the
known habitat of any Federal or Pennsylvania endangered or
threatened species.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HQ AND EV WATERS, as per Chapt. 93.4d

(a) Discharge alternatives/use of best technologies.

PCVWA is opposed to any new or additional discharge in EV
waters. Pennsylvania's EV designation" is regarded as the equivalent
of the Federal Tier 3. As such, EV waters should be given the
level of protection prescribed for ONRW's.

(b) Nonpoint sources.
Ditto the above comments for (a).

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN HQ AND EV WATERS, as per Chapt. 93.4e.

Local governments and residents should never have a veto
regarding the designation of EV waters. It must be remembered
that waters are jointlyheld by all the citizens of our state .

SUMMARY

In summation, certain provisions of the proposed regulations
are less protective than the Federal regulations and the
current EPA promulgated regulations for Pennsylvania. In the
event that these provisions are not changed, we will request
the EPA to retain the Fed. regulations for Pennsylvania.
Thank you for your anticipated cooperation,

Veryf\truly yours,

Ingrid E. Morning, Prfes. & Gen. Counsel

cc: Michael McCabe
EPA Regional Administrator
841 Chestnut Building
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

Carol Browner
U.S. EPA
Waterside Mall
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
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THOMSON PROPERTIES, INC.
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Mr. James Self, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P. 0. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation
regulations. This is a very important proposal and my comments are as
follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which
requires the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to
Pennsylvania's environmental regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's
program exceeds federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language
that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than what is contained
in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of
"generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department.
If data indicated the stream does not met even one water quality standard, the
stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding
resource waters as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's
program is much broader in scope and includes streams that would never qualify
under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high
quality and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent
to any applicant with a pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the
appropriate municipalities, planning commissions and all applicants that have
received planning or subdivision and land development approval with the last five

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for
applicants included in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with
minimal impact are welcomed. We also endorse the use of general permits on high
quality streams and support the expansion of this practice to exceptional value
streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARDMr. James Seif _____
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P O Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental Protection's
(DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation regulations. TTiis is a very important proposal and my
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the department
to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental regulations. In several
instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language
that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than what is contained in the proposal as
"generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judgment
calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the
stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as contained in
the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and includes streams that
would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and exceptional
value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending permit, any existing
discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions and all applicants that have
received planning or subdivision and land development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in this
proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also endorse the
use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this practice to exceptional
value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

BUILDING O N INTEGRITY

347 EAST CONESTOGA ROAD • WAYNE, PA 19087
PHONE: 610 / 964-1813 • FAX: 610 / 964-1816
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J-iAY i C iS97Mr. James Seif

Chairman
Environmental Quality Board [ENVIRONMENTALQUALITYBOARO}
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important
proposal and my comments are as follows.

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires
the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than what
is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better
than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not
meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional
value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters
as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and
includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions and
all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval within the
last five years.

-Continued-

New York Stock Exchange • Symbol TOL
Corporate Office: 3103 Philmont Avenue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

(215) 938-8000



Mr. James Seif -2- May 14,1997

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included
in this proposal. The provisions regarding discharges with minimal impact are welcomed. We also
endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this practice
to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Very truly yours,

Bruce E. Toll
President & Chief
Operating Officer

BET/gat
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May 15, 1997

P. 0. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Sir/Madam:

Please reject the DEP's antidegradation proposal

We need stronger standards for protection of
our water.

Please respond.

Respectfully,

Judi Aumick
226 Wallula Avenue
Butler, Pa 16001
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HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF BERKS COUNTY
' " 130b NEW HOLLAND ROAD # KENHORST, PA 19607 # 777-8889

May 15, 1997

Mr. James Seif, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important
proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than
what is contained in the proposal as ugenerally better than" standards. This proposal of
"generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates
the stream dose not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high
quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as
contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and
includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions
and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval
within the last five years.

AFFILIATED WITH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS



We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in this
proposal The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also
endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this
practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerel

Robert Heise
Executive Director

tic

cc: Dave Himmelberger
Bob Ludgate, Jr.
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Date: 15-May-1997 07:12pm EST
From: hcovon

hcovon@juno.com@PMDF@DER003

Tel No:

TO: regcomments ( regcomments@al.dep.state.pa.us§PMDF@

CC: mccabe.michael ( mccabe.michael@epamail.epa.gov@PMDF@
CC: hcovon ( hcovon@juno.com@PMDF@DER003 )

Subject: PA ANTIDEGREDATION

The Committee For The Preservation Of Franklin Cove
P>0> Box 263
Langhorne, PA 19047

Harris Covon, Chairman

May 15, 1997

Mr. James Self, Secretary PADEP
Environmental Quality Board
Harrisburg, PA

Re: As Plain As I Can Say It, PROTECT OUR WATERS.

Dear Mr. Secretary,

Pennsylvania has turned it's back on protecting the waterways of PA far
to long. I have not been satisfied with this administration looking for
ways NOT to protect our resources.

I ask you to, at the very least, meet and support the minimum federal
standards.

I anticipated great thing from this administration under your command of
PADEP. Do date I can only say that I am disappointed with your
performance.

You want the citizens to believe what you tell us, as we watch you doing
the opposite.

Mr. Secretary, how about it, the word is PROTECTION of the Pennsylvania
environment. I would like to see some.



Ladies and Gentlemen of

Environmental QualityBoard:

May 15, 1997

317 S. Mill St.
St. Clair, Pa. 17970
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This letter asks the Board to help Pennsylvania citizens protect

their waterways comparative to the rest of the United States - we

deserve no less. Please advise the Department of Environmental Pro-

tection that the Pennsylvania Water Quality regulations they are now

proposing will weaken not strengthen EPA's weak water quality regula-

It is difficult to understand DEP's reasoning. Last year

Environmental groups sued EPA for failing to step in and bring Penn-

sylvania into compliance with the Clean*Water Act. In April, 1997. a

settlement of the lawsuit resulted in the implementation of wide

ranging programs to identify and restore the state's polluted streams

rivers which should have been done decades ago. Under the settlement,

a long term plan must also be developed to insure water quality stan-

dards in Pennsylvania.

Now, under the guise of bringing the state into compliance with

federal law, DEP is proposing new regulations that not only fail to

meet the standards of the Clean Water Act, but in some cases the pro-

posed regulations are weaker than existing ones.

On second thought, don't advise DEP - in behalf of Pennsylvania's

residents - tell DEP to strengthen standards for "Exceptional Value"

streams. Tell them they must at least meet current standards for

selecting "High Quality" streams. Tell DEP they must provide existing

use protection while reviewing data. Tell DEP to protect and improve

our waterways now and skip their expensive, ineffectual skirting of the

real issue - protecting and improving Pennsylvania's environment.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely, -N ^

Frank and Margaret Mansell
iiiJJJLLiV
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P.O. Box 407
Lewis Run, PA 16738
May 15, 1997

Mr. James Seif ORIGINAL: #1799
Chairman ; ,- ? COPIES: NONE
Environmental Quality Board ' ' (pER ™)
16th Floor, Rachel Carson Building
P.O. Box 8477 ]•!; i
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: Proposed Antidegradation Regulations (Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92, 93,
and 95 published on January 21, 1997)

Dear Mr. Seif::

My words alone are not enough to express my vehement opposition to the
proposed new antidegradation regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens
(according to the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency) the protections that exist under
the current regulations promulgated for Pennsylvania and does not ensure that this state's
highest quality waters will not be degraded.

Pennsylvania is home to many quality trout streams that draw anglers from
throughout the world. Many activities including coal mining, excessive construction,
polluted run-off, and industrial pollution threaten the pristine nature of these waters.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am aware of the ecological havoc that can be
wreaked from degradation of water quality. Unless maintaining water quality is prioritized,
the pervasive and diverse sources of the threats to water quality will surely prevail, and this
valuable resource will be lost

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout is submitting comments on the regulations
pointing out their specific shortcomings. The regulations should not be adopted unless all
of the problems pointed out in those comments are fixed. The existing regulation is vastly
preferable to the new proposal as it is now written.

I ask that you please consider my comments. l a m certain that Rachel Carson
would concur with my opinions if only she could be asked.

Sincerely,

r E. Garthwaite

gJJJJJJ
MAY 1 9 1997
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SAMPLE LETTER

Must be in Harrisburg by May 21,1997

(You musl show Your Address)

Environmental Quality Board

P.O.Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105

999 Fishing Lane
Valley Brook, Pa. 99999
May 15,1997

•SEND TO THIS ADDRESS

New Proposal/Water Quality Rules

IXLLLi

f^iMNMENTAL QUALITY BOARD]

Gentleman:

Please consider this letter to be my protest against the subject!

I am not at all satisfied with the continued effort on the part of DEP to avoid reasonable protection for Pennsylvania
Waters. The persons operating as the states representatives are still applying the dilatory tactics which have twice
within memory resulted in litigation which found the DEP at fault and the EPA forced to step in.

And now the new proposal is, for all intents and purposes, worse! Such as:
HQ and EV need to stay as protected water uses, so that our best streams will not be downgraded;
Contrary to Federal regs no weight is given to public lands in the selection process;
Another loophole — allows discharges and degradation in EV waters;
There is no integration of wetlands protection with anti-degradation;
Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level. How long are they expected to last under these
conditions.

This proposal is loaded with items which are damaging to the environment. It should not be given any credence in
its present form — these regulations should be rejected!

I am asking that my feelings be conveyed to the members of the Board. Thank you.

Yours Truly, 5w«>/. fr&z-
A {make sure you sign) 5£ Ptv*> w& -

Your Name &>i\7BS^0U> ^ Q
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D a t e : 15-May-1997 10:12pm EST
From: <3dmlO7

ddmlO7@psu. edu§PMDF@DER003

Te l No:

TO: RegComments ( RegComments@Al.dep.state.pa.us@PMDF@

CC: mccabe.michael ( mccabe.michael@epamail.epa.gov@PMDF@

Subject: Comments on Antidegradation Proposal

Mr. James Self
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Self:

DEP has proposed antidegradation regulations to replace
the regulations promulgated by EPA. Unfortunately, you
have not learned anything since the time EPA disapproved
your program nearly three years ago. I have the
following specific comments.

General Provisions

By removing High Quality and Exceptional Value as
"protected water uses," DEP makes protection of our best
streams subject to roll backs. I oppose this.

DEP should extend antidegradation to all permitted
activities, not just discharges.

DEP ignores wetlands in their antidegradation proposal.

Our unassessed streams should be protected at least at
the Tier 2 level, unless a permit applicant can
demonstrate otherwise.

The proposal makes it easier to ignore springs, seeps,
wetlands and tributaries, because HQ and EV are defined
as "surface waters" rather than "watersheds." DEP
ignores their own statements about "watershed"
protection with this provision.

The proposal says that existing uses will be protected
only after DEP evaluates the technical data. This puts
a condition on existing use protection that is not in



the Federal regulation.

DEP wants only to give the HQ designation to streams
that pass a chemistry and biology test. EPA considers
only a water chemistry test.

DEP now proposes to allow "general NPDES permits11 in HQ
streams. These are not tracked by DEP, and will allow
degradation of these waters without any type of social
or economic justification. This is not permitted by the
current regulation. DEP also plans on allowing the
first 25% of the stream to be degraded without any
social or economic justification. This has no basis in
Federal regulation. The language mentioning non-point
source pollution is weaker than the current language for
HQ streams.

The definition of"Exceptional Value" streams still
mentions State Parks, Forests, Game Lands and other
public lands, but the "selection criteria" in the
proposed Chapter 15 does not consider public lands in
any way. Why are we giving our best streams less
consideration than before?

DEP should close the major loophole that allows water
quality degradation, but calls it "no measurable
change."

As far as "public participation" in EV waters is
concerned, the guidance should be set up and the streams
given the designation if they merit it. These are
waters of the Commonwealth.

Summary:

This regulation should have incorporated the few good
features from DEP's old regulations and guidance, as
well as the minimum Federal features that we have now.
Unfortunately, it instead deleted all that was good
about the old DEP program and added loopholes to negate
the minimum Federal requirements.

The EQB should reject this regulation.

Sincerely yours,

Daphne 0. Minner
P.O. Box 202
Lemont, PA 16851



cc: USEPA Region 3, Philadelphia
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May 15, 1997

Dear Mr. Self ,

This letter is to protest the proposal to meddle with the
current regulation protecting the "existing uses" of our waters.
Right now, we have language protecting existing uses because DEP
failed to include such language, and EPA was ordered to write a
regulation by a Federal judge. At last we have protection that the
Clean Water Act intended.

The proposal in the March 22, 1997 PA Bulletin gives DEP an
important "out." It says that the existing use will be protected
only after DEP evaluates the technical data. Until then, DEP is
under no obligation to protect the existing uses. With DEP's
misguided "money back guarantee," DEP will not have time to
evaluate "existing uses" and will simply not do so. Under the
regulation, the protection is qualified, so the regulation will not
be violated.

Here in southwestern PA, we are losing streams to coal mining,
both from waste disposal sites and from subsidence. We need strong
existing use protection and an agency that is willing to use it.
I am against any proposal for existing use protection that
qualifies the Federal language as this proposal does. Change the
language to the Federal language. Thank you for your attention in
this matter.

Sincerely your,

Brian S. Reedy ^
Member of Chestnut Ridge Chapter, Trout Unlimited

OJXLlfiD
MAY I 9 1997 I!!:"
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BREENA E. COATES
75 Locksley Drive

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(412) 824-3803
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Environmental Quality Board

P. O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

May 15, 1997

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am writing to ask you to please reject the DEP's anti-
degredation proposal. We need strong standards to protect our
water in Pennyslvania.

Please acknowledge receipt of this in writing.

Sincerely,

/dk&JL<c<j0^ <̂ T Crt-££^
Breena E. Coates

II 6 11B f t
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May 15, 1997

Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very
important proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which
requires the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's
environmental regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds
federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that states water quality
must "exceed" standards rather than what is contained in the proposal as "generally
better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for
judgment calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not meet even one
water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional
value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource
waters as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much
broader in scope and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal
program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality
and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant
with a pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities,
planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and
land development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants
included in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are

Foster Hill Farm • Box 927 • MUford, PA 18337 f.*%
Office: 717 296-8637 • Farm: 717 296-6249 • Fax: 717 296-S639



Mr. James Self

May 15, 1997
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welcomed. We endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support
the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Very truly yours,

Richard L. Snyder

RLSpc
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Downiniown, Pa. 19335
May 15,1997

Eflvtroomental Quality Bead

FOB 8465
Harrisburg,Pa. 17105

Gentlemen:

This letter is to express nay opposition to tte raw clean streams proposal
(AntidegradationRegulations -PA Code Chapters 92,93 and 95 published 1/21/97).
The changes resulting from the new proposal wiU substantially weakm protection of our
vw^rm^s mod opca ko^okm to d ^ W e our Stale's most Wuablc streams. HQandEV
need to continue as protected water uses. Weight must be given to public lands in the
selection process. No d*#Ghe#ga t^p^mtigm^ m îqt KA nMwtam^ rtrt F V *trv*km* Wetlands
IHotecticm must be included For waterways not yet designated, the selection process must
be speeded up.

From an economic point of w w t it is obvious Iran past experience that once a
waterway is degraded the cleanup is far more expensive and difBcuh than initial
p ro tec t s l̂ >weff water quatttys It
could also negatively impact the world class trout fishing that now brings econraric bcaiefit
to many areas of Pennsylvania.

No new discharge should be allowed on EV streams, HQ protection should be
affbfded waterways that met dMto of the two standards, and existing use should be
l«t>tected at currenl levels. The existing reguktionkfo better than the IW
now written.

^ ^



SHARAD K. SINGH . 75 Locksley Drive . Pittsburgh, PA 15235 . (412) 824-3803
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Environmental Quality Board

P. O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

May 15, 1997

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am writing to ask you to please reject the DEP's anti-
degredation proposal. We need strong standards to protect our
water in Pennyslvania.

Please acknowledge receipt of this in writing.

Sincerely,

Sharad K. Singh
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Date : 15-May-1997 08:20pm EST
From: Ron Lutz

rclutz@bedford.net@PMDF§DER003

Tel No:

TO: RegComments ( RegComments@Al.dep.state.pa.us@PMDF@

Subject: Proposed Antidegredation Regualtions

I am writing to express my opposition to thje proposed new
antidegredation regulations for Pennsylvania. The proposal weakens the
protections that exist under current regulations promulgated for
Pennsylvania by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and does not
ensure that this state's highest quality waters will not be degraded.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am acutly aware of the ecological
damage that can be done by any degredation of water quality.
Pennsylvania is home to many outstanding trout streams that attracts
anglers from all over the world. These waters and their fisheries are
threatened from a variety of sources, including coal minimg and its
after effects, increased development, polluted run-off, and industrial
pollution. These sources are so pervasive that unless we make
protecting high water quality a top priority, we will lose it.

I understand that Pennsylvania Trout Unlimited is submitting comments on
the regulations pointing out their specific shortcomings. The
regulations should not be adopted unless all of the problems pointed out
in those comments are fixed. The existing set of regulations is vastly
preferable to the proposals as now written.

Sincerely,

Ronald C Lutz

%
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SAMALL PROPERTIES, INC.
P.O. Box 927

V/i- * J Milford,PA 18337
Tel: (717)296-6249 %* (717)296-8006

May 15, 1997

Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very
important proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which
requires the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's
environmental regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds
federal standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that states water quality
must "exceed" standards rather than what is contained in the proposal as "generally
better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for
judgment calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not meet even one
water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional
value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource
waters as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much
broader in scope and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal
program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality
and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant
with a pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities,
planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and
land development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants
included in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are



Mr. James Self

May 15, 1997

welcomed. We endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support
the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Very truly yours,

Richard L. Snyder

RLS:pc
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Date: May 15,1997

From: Pennsylvania Trout (Jadraeck-President; Terry h/iorrow and Jac^VilTiams-Environmental Committee)

To: Environmental Quality Board

Re: Summary of Pennsylvania Trout comments to the proposed rulemaking on antidegradation published in
the March, 1997 PA Bulletin

a

Chapter 92.81. PA Trout advocates the total prohibition of general NPDES permits in Special Protection
Watersheds.

Chapter 93.1. In both Exceptional Value and High Quality definitions "surface waters" should be replaced with
"watersheds."

Chapter 93.3. PA Trout opposes deleting HQ and EV from the list of protected water uses. Removing HQ and
EV from the list of protected water uses removes designation changes from necessary EPA scrutiny.

Chapter 93.4a. PA Trout opposes the language that conditions protection of existing uses on the "Depart-
ment's evaluation of technical data." The regulation should unequivocally state that existing uses and water
quality must be protected.

Chapter 93.4b. (a) We advocate assessing each stream using chemistry and biology, but allowing a stream to
qualify on the basis of biology OLphemistry, (b). PA Trout supports linking degradation of water quality, a
public resource, to benefits accrued by the public. We oppose limiting the protection of High Quality Waters to
"discharges." The word "discharges" should be replaced with the word "activities." (f) PA Trout opposes this
provision. A discharge cannot "maintain and protect" water quality if it uses up to 25% of the assimilative
capacity of the water, or qualifies for a general permit All dischargers to HQ or EV waters, including applicants
for "minimal" impact discharges, should undergo an alternatives analysis and be required to use the best avail-
able technology.

Chapter 93.4c. (a) "Watersheds" should be the relevant unit designated rather than "surface waters" No
weight is given to public lands, there are no recreational attributes mentioned outside of Wilderness Trout
Streams, and ecological values, such as endangered species, are largely disregarded, (b) The federal prohibi-
tion against any discharges into EV waters must be maintained.

Chapter 93.4d. (a) We suggest language be developed here that would require use of environmentally sound
discharge alternatives/best available technology "unless clearly demonstrated to be cost-prohibitive" when
compared with the cost of the proposed stream discharge, (b) The State must ensure that all required nonpoint
source controls be in place before permitting any degradation.

Chapter 93.4e. (a) (b) Under no circumstances should local residents or local governments have a "veto"
power over EV designations. The waters In question are waters of the Commonwealth, (e) Public hearings
should be held on any proposed discharge to HQ waters.

Chapter 93.7. PA Trout supports the retention of higher dissolved oxygen criteria for HQ steams and "existing
quality" for EV streams.

General Comment. The proposal is silent on how DEP plans to integrate this program with the wetlands
protection program.
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May 15, 1997

Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Jim,

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Department of
Environmental Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality
antidegradation regulations. This is an important proposal. My
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive
Order 1996-1, which requires the department to revise all of its
regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program
exceeds federal standards. I would hope that the DEP adopt the
federal language that states water quality must "exceed"
standards rather than what is contained in the proposal as
"generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally
better than" standards allows for judgement calls by the
department. If data indicates the stream does not meet even one
water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high
quality of exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only
to outstanding resource waters as contained in the federal
regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope
and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal
program.

4284 Route 8, Allison Park, Pa. 15101 • Phone 412-487-6990
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P. O.Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Sir/Madam:

Please reject the DEP's antidegradation proposal,

We need stronger fi.fcanflgrrig for protection of our

Please respond.

Respectfully,

Mary t6u Wilbert
1015% Center Avenue
Butler, PA 16001

m i y
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May 15, 1997

Environmental Quality Board
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Subject: Anti Degradation Proposal

Dear Board,

I write this letter in opposition of the D.E.P.'s Anti Degradation Proposal.

Please respond to this letter to: Marie Restelli
453 Monmouth Drive
Cranberry Twp. PA 16066

Sincerely,

/ ^ ^ / ^ ^

MarkT.Restelli
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Margaret W. McLaughlin
308 East Front Street
Media, PA 19063

May 15, 1997

Environmental Quality Board

P. O Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Ms/Sir:

I am concerned about the proposed new regulations regarding water quality that are being proposed by
the DEP. My understanding is that the regulations would result in lower water quality standards. I am
requesting that the DEP's current ahti-degradation proposal be rejected.

Thank you,

Margaret W.McLaughlin U

W 2 / 1997
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May 15, 1997

Irish Sneddon
433KingwoodRd.
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Environmental Quality Board
DEP
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

I am urging you to reject the proposed new water quality regulations. They do not do
enough to protect our state's waterways. I do not want to see additional discharges into
our best streams, and I do not want to make it harder for other streams to qualify for
stronger protections. We need STRONGER protection for our lakes, rivers and streams.
There are NO REASONS good enough to justify lowering our standards.

Please let me know what you intend to do about this issue.

On behalf of myself and future generations,

^/^jQLcrh^—'
Trish Sneddon
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May 16, 1997

Mr. James Self, Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. box 8477
Hamsburg, PA 17105-8477

ORIGINAL: #1799
COPIES: NONE

(PER JHJ)

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a very important
proposal and my comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must uexceed" standards rather
than what is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of
"generally better than" standards allows for judgment calls by the department. If data
indicates the stream does not meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not
qualify for a high quality or exceptional value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters
as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope
and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a
pending permit, any existing discharge permittees,, the appropriate municipalities, planning
commissions and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land
development approval within the last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included
in this proposal. The provisions regarding discharges with minimal impact are welcomed. We
also endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of
this practice to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

JL
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418 E. Lancaster Ave.
St. David's, PA 19087

610-688-8788
FAX: 610-688-0424

Environmental Quality Board May 16,1997
DEP " :

FOB 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

RE: New Proposal / Water Quality Rules

Gentlemen:

I am objecting to the proposed new rules.

I am not at all satisfied with the continued effort on the part of DEP to avoid
reasonable protection for Pennsylvania waters. The persons operating as the
state's representatives are still applying tactics which have twice recently
resulted in litigation which found the DEP at fault and the EPA forced to step in.

The new proposal is, for all intents and purposes, worse! Such as:

'High Quality and Exceptional Values" need to stay as protected water uses, so
that our best streams will not be downgraded;

Contrary to Fedral Regulations, no weight is given to public lands in the
selection process;

Should not allow discharges in and degradation of "EV" waters;

There is no integration of wetlands protection with antidegradation;

Waters not yet assessed are protected at the lowest level How long are they
expected to last under these conditions?

The proposal is filled with items which are damaging to the environment. It
should not be given any credence in its present form - these regulations should
be rejected!

Please convey my feelings to the members of the board. •;

Sincerely,

^ \£u^
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Kerr,M.D.

System Members: Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr Rehab
Community Health Affiliates

Great Valley Health
Lankenau Hospital
Paoli Memorial Hospital

• Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital
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Glen Gutgold
747 Carlson Rd. ;; :
Hummelstown, PA. 17036

May 16, 1997

Mr. James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachel Carson
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA. 17105-8477

RE: proposed Antidegradation Regulations
(Revisions to PA Code Chapters 92,93, and 95
published on 1-21-97

Dear Mr. Seif,

I am writing to vehemently express my opposition to the new proposed antidegradation regulations. I
fully understand that this proposal will further weaken existing regulations. Even current regulations are
not enough to protect the state's highest quality waters. This was proven just last year when a mining
permit was granted to allow the mining of limestone in a particularly sensitive area in the Penns Creek
watershed. This was done after the state granted Exceptional Value status to two (2) tributaries, Pine and J
Elk Creeks. To allow additional degradation is ludicrous and should not be permitted to take place. *
Furthermore, the state does not even currently meet the criteria set in place by the E.P.A.

As a member of Trout Unlimited, I am painfully aware of such ecological damage that could be done by
degradation of water quality. This state, whether its realized by the appropriate people or not, is a
potential windfall for tourism dollars due to the fantastic fishing opportunities that are found within our
state's borders. These waters need protection from many different threats if they are to provide future
generations with a source of revenue and recreation. Please do not let a tragedy take place. Once a
stream is harmed it takes several generations to heal, even with help from groups like Trout Unlimited.
Meanwhile the resource is lost, and peoples livelihoods vanish. Most times this done with no long term
gains, just a one time gain for a minority interest.

I am aware that Trout Unlimited is submitting comments on the proposed regulations and their
shortcomings. These regulations in question should not be adopted until ALL the problems pointed out in
the comments by T.U. are addressed in a manner that is satisfactory to the environmental groups
involved. The existing regulation is overwhelmingly preferable to the proposed regulations. I urge you
to fully consider this proposal, and what long reaching affects it could potentially have for the residents
of Pennsylvania. It is true that it could benefit some, but at what price? Do we forsake long term
protection and success of many for the immediate gain of a few individuals? I expect you to make the
right and ethical decision. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
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May 16, 1997

Post Office Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Please reject the DEP anti»degradation proposal,

Sincerely,

Eileen L. Vogel
138 Carriage Hill Road
Glenshaw, PA 15116
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May 16,1997

James Self
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
PO Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Self:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental Protection's
(DEP) proposed water quality anti-degradation regulations. This is a very important proposal and my
comments are as follows:

This proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires the
department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's environmental
regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal standards. The DEP
should adopt the federal language that states water quality must "exceed" standards rather than what
is contained in the proposal as "generally better than" standards. This proposal of "generally better
than" standards allows for judgement calls by the department. If data indicates the stream does not
meet even one water quality standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional
value designation.

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to outstanding resource waters as
contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in scope and
includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

The DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality and
exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with a pending
permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities, planning commissions and
all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and land development approval within the
last five years.

We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included in this
proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are welcomed. We also
endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support the expansion of this practice
to exceptional value streams.

Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

D.J. DeLess

cc: John Dewey, Chester/Delaware HBA
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May 16, 1997

Environmental Quality Board
P. O. Box 8465
Harrisburg PA 17105

Reference: WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I respectfully request that you reject any Department of Environmental Protection proposal
that would lower the existing quality standards for Pennsylvania waterways.

It is vital we continue progress — and not take any backward steps — in the fight for clean
waters. So much depends on sustaining and improving clean waterways.

Please respond to this plea for sensible action. I appreciate your consideration and
attention.

ly yours,

QJMUJIUAJ

Arlene Collamer
617 Walnut Street
Latrobe PA 15650-2031
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P.O. BOX 284

Bushkill, Pennsylvania 18324
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James Self, Secretary
Department of Environmental Protection
PO Box 8477
HarrisburgPA 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Self:

As Chairman of the Natural Resources Committee of the Department of Interior, National Park Service
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area Citizens Advisory Commission, I would like to express
our sincere concern regarding the proposed Water Quality Amendments - Antidegradation - as identified
in PA Code 25, Chapters 92, 92, and 95.

Essentially, I feel these proposed amendments and revisions to PA Code 25 will seriously erode the
existing regulations and eventually allow for a considerable degradation of many of our waters.

This Commission took an extremely strong stand in supporting, through the Delaware River Basin
Commission, an upgrade of water quality regulations for the Delaware River Watershed upstream of the
Delaware Water Gap. As you know, we have, in this section of the watershed, two Federally mandated
National Park Service units with mandated Outstanding Basin Waters.

I have several questions:

How will the proposed PA regulations effect, if they do, the special regulations now in effect in
the Watershed of the Upper Delaware? We are adamantly opposed to any changes in exceptional
value (EV) waters presently protected within the outstanding basin waters and watershed,
including those within Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area.

How will these proposed regulations affect these waters (Toms Creek, Adams Creek, Saw Kill

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on these proposed regulations and am willing, if necessary, to
make a formal presentation before your board.

Sincerely,

%4^to<y"
Richard W. Grosfc c -
Chairman, Natural Resources Committee
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Mr. James Seif, Chairman rL

Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Mr. Seif:

The saying goes "If it isn't broken don't fix it". This applies to the proposed
anitidegradation regulations for PA. The current regulations are fine; the new ones will
weaken them. The US EPA has fine regulations that prtect PA waters, and should be left
in place.

Protection of our fragile ecosystems is a priority issue. PA has some of the worlds best
trout streams and they must be protected with stringent regulations. Many sources
threaten our streams, and unless they are kept under control, our streams will disappear.
Hurting our streams also hurts the economic viability of many communities that depend
on fishermen for a goodly portion of their income.

The comments that PA trout Unlimited has submitted clearly demonstrate the
shortcomings of the proposed regulations. Unless these shortcomings are overcome, the
existing regulations are far more preferrable than the proposed ones.

Sincerely,

Joseph Pugach
1035 Eagles Nest Lane
Monroeville, PA 15146

K E e no i is
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Kathryn S. Kress
536 Orchard Ave.
Bellevue, PA 15202-3136 r ;
May 16, 1997 ; ' ;

Environmental Quality Board
(EQB) " ' t :

P.O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Sirs and Madames:

I urge you to reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal. It would result in lower water quality
standards, increased costs to municipal water authorities, and a greater threat to public health and safety.
Instead of these proposals, we need proposals that result in improved water quality. I appreciate the
cleanliness of the waters in the Clarion River basin while on vacation, for example. Lower water quality
would affect recreational activities as well as the quality of everyday life. Please act in the public's interest
on this matter.

Sincerely,

Kathryn S. Kress

HIIIJS.
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May 16,1997

Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Hanisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Department of Environmental
Protection's (DEP) proposed water quality antidegradation regulations. This is a veiy
important proposal and my comments are as follows:

TTiis proposal should be subject to the Governor's Executive Order 1996-1, which requires
the department to revise all of its regulations to bring balance to Pennsylvania's
environmental regulations. In several instances, Pennsylvania's program exceeds federal
standards. The DEP should adopt the federal language that states water quality must
"exceed" standards rather than what is contained in (he proposal as "generally better than"
standards. This proposal of "generally better than" standards allows for judgement calls
by the department If data indicates the stream does not meet even one water quality
standard, the stream should not qualify for a high quality or exceptional value designation

Pennsylvania's exceptional value program should apply only to oustanding resource waters
as contained in the federal regulations. Currently, DEP's program is much broader in
scope and includes streams that would never qualify under the federal program.

Hie DEP must expand its public participation in regard to its assessment of high quality
and exceptional value waters. Notice by first class mail must be sent to any applicant with
a pending permit, any existing discharge permittees, the appropriate municipalities,
planning commissions and all applicants that have received planning or subdivision and
land development approval within the last five years.

JtiJJJLt
MAY 2 I 1997
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We support the department's efforts to reduce the permitting burden for applicants included
in this proposal. The provisions regarding dischargers with minimal impact are
welcomed. We also endorse the use of general permits on high quality streams and support
the expansion of this practice to exceptional value streams.

Hank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

\^>M—-
JoqnD. Maleno

XDM/amc

REALTOR •



MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
box 311 • norristown, Pennsylvania 19404-0311 • (610)278-3722 • FAX (610)278-3941
office location; suite 201 • one Montgomery plaza • swede and airy streets • norristown, pa

May 16, 1997

Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-8477

Dear Board Members:

i l i i If B
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Following review of the proposed water quality amendments, published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin
March 22, 1997, we offer the following comments:

Determination of Social or Economic Justification
Maintaining and protecting existing water quality in a watershed is the foundation of the special
protection waters designated High Quality. However, High Quality waters may be degraded when
there is an important social or economic justification (SEJ) that outweighs the expected water quality
degradation. Currently, the review of the SEJ analysis is coordinated by the Assistant Director of the
appropriate Regional DEP Office based upon review of staff evaluations. The review of a SEJ
analysis is a complex process, involving familiarity with a number of distinct non-environmental
disciplines. To improve the review process the Board should consider the creation of an independent
review board, or utilizing an existing board if possible, that is comprised of individuals with
background in social and economic analysis, as well as DEP and independent environmental
specialists. In addition, an independent statewide board would be able to provide a systematic review
of all projects, ensuring the uniform protection of High Quality waters, regardless of their location
within the state.

Mitigation of High Quality Waters Degradation
Once the SEJ requirement has been met to allow degradation of High Quality Waters, including
consideration of alternatives to stream discharge that are environmentally sound and cost effective,
some final mitigation should be required to offset the degradation. This mitigation could involve on-
or off-site watershed improvements of non-point source pollution through the implementation of best
management practices. It may also involve the elimination or improvement of existing point
discharges. For example, a new sewage treatment plant may be able to be designed to accept flows
from an existing plant (especially non-municipal)that may be in need of an upgrade. The
development of a regional stormwater basin that provides water quality benefits (i.e., extended
retention) may also be able to reduce the total pollutant loading on the High Quality Waters. In short,
the Board should consider adopting a mitigation strategy that requires minimization of any
degradation, beyond permit limitations of the approved system. The Board could also consider
adopting a "no net-degradation policy" as part of the alternatives analysis that considers all methods
(i.e., on- and offsite improvements) of minimizing the degradation.



Water Quality Amendments -2- May 16, 1997

Designation Process
The current system of designation as a special protection watershed is often a convoluted and drawn-
out process. While we understand that many of the "steps" are required by law, and involve many
political considerations, there seems to be a lack of process disclosure. Our experience with the
designation process often involves much second-hand and anecdotal information. The long time-
frame of the process also contributes to a reduction in interest by the general public, resulting in
much confusion. The Board should consider appointing a staff contact for each watershed as they
move through the designation process. The Board may also consider publishing a biannual fact sheet,
or update, for each watershed in the process. A well informed public will be much more responsive,
increasing the value of the public participation process.

We hope the Board considers these comments as they finalize amendments to the Commonwealth's
Water Quality Regulations. If you have any questions regarding our comments, please give me a call
at 610-278-3745.

Sincerely,

R. Eric Jarrell
Environmental Planner
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i5-16-97 .--,

Mr. Edward R. Brezina w

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania . 3g
Department of Environmental Preotection g;
Bureau of Watershed Conservation 11
P 0 Box 8555 m
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8555

Dear Mr. Brezina,

We wish to express our concerns about the Proposed Antidegradation
Regulations We believe that, the proposed regulations contain
serious deficiencies which are not acceptable.

Among our concerns are the following:

1. Establishing a dual test (chemical & biological) for High
Quality and Exceptional Value streams.

2. Removing High Quality & Exceptional Value as protected uses.

3. Protection of a stream depends upon when and if DEP determines
the "existing uses".

4. General permits allowed in high quality waters.

5. No justification for uses that degrade up to 25% of a streams
assimilative capacity.

These concerns are among many that we have with the proposed
regulations. We believe that the proposed regulations must be
rewritten. We support the continuation of the current
federal regulations until such time as PA DEP writes regulations
that clearly and concisely protect the water resources of the
commeonwealth. Unless futher degradation of our streams and
waterways is made the policy of the State of Pennsylvania, we wish
to remain under federal regulation.

Sincerely

[yers, President

cc. ^cretary James Seif, Chair, Environmental Quality Board
Michael McCabe, Regional Adminitrator, EPA

g E g U 1.,
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May 16, 1997

Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Secretary Seif;

I am writing to you concerning the DEP proposed stream designation regulations.
My first concern is why the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has a program which is different from

that of the corresponding federal program. It was my understanding that the governor's executive order
1996-1 requires the department to revise all of its regulations and to bring them in to a balance with these
federal programs.

Pennsylvania is second only to Alaska in its number of streams. If we continue to move forward
using the current regulations and anti-growth mentality we will deprive the citizens of Pennsylvania with
reasonable and affordable homes.

As you know some streams which have been classified as exceptional value would not meet the
federal standards.

I hope that this will not continue and that a true and honest balance is struck between our
environment and our rights as citizens of Pennsylvania.

Jannon
S. H. C. Inc.- President
Also A Member Of The
Citizens Advisory Council

SHC/rmc
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W. L. Williams
646 Clovelly Lane
Devon, Pa. 19333

May 16, 1997

Environmental Quality Board
DEP
P. O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105

Re: New Proposal for Quality Water Rules

Gentlemen:

I am writing to protest against the new proposals for water quality rules.

The continued effort of the DEP to avoid reasonable protection for Pennsylvania waters is really
disgraceful. The State's Representatives have been totally ineffective in their actions. These
actions have at least twice in recent memory resulted in litigation finding the DEP at fault.

These new proposals are a further indication that those in charge have no regard for the quality
of waters in Pa. We need to protect our best streams and not have them downgraded by these
proposals. These proposals, contrary to federal regulations, give no weight to public lands in their
selection process.

This proposal is full of damaging items to the environment and they should be totally rejected as
inadequate to protect our wetlands and quality streams. I am requesting that these opinions and
strong feelings in this matter be conveyed to the Board

Thank you,

Sincerely ypws,

W. L. Williams
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William J.Kress
536 Orchard Ave.
BeUevue, PA 15202-3136
May 16, 1997

Environmental Quality Board (EQB)
D E P _ :.;•"
P.O. Box 8465 it.
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Dear Sirs and Madames:

I urge you to reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal. It would result in lower water quality
standards, increased costs to municipal water authorities, and a greater threat to public health and safety.
instead of these proposals, we need proposals that result in improved water quality. 1 appreciate the
cleanliness of the waters in the Clarion River basin while on vacation, for example. Lower water quality
would affect recreational activities as well as the quality of everyday life. Please act in the public's interest
on this matter.

Sincerely,

WilUamJ. Kress

Q I % I 0 W fl
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WAYNE S. LEEPER
Petroleum Geologist

May 16, 1997

307 Butternut Court
Pittsburgh, PA 15238

Environmental Quality Board
P O Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED WATER QUALITY ANTIDEGRADATION REGULATION

One of the main reasons I voted for Governor Ridge was his promise to cut back on excessive
environmental regulations. He asked you to help him fulfill that promise when he issued Executive Order

Governor Ridge's Executive Order requires any state regulation that is more stringent than its federal
counterpart to be brought into line with the federal standards unless there is a state law that requires a
stronger program or there is some overriding Pennsylvania interest that warrants tougher controls.

The proposed water quality antidegradation regulation ignores Governor's Executive Order. It includes
many elements that are substantially more stringent than what is required by EPA's antidegradation program
without any justification other than a failed regulatory negotiation.

The Department of Environmental Protection should have drafted the proposed regulation to satisfy the
mandates of the Governor's executive order. Since it did not, you should change the regulation to do so
before you approve it as a final rule.

I urge you to amend the final regulation as follows:

Change the Exceptional Value Waters program so that it only applies to
outstanding waters on public lands.
The EV waters standard is the most glaring violation of the Governor's Executive Order contained in the
proposed regulation EPA's program only applies to Outstanding National Resource Waters on public lands,
but DEP's proposal goes much further;

The EV designation should be reserved for streams that are truly unique or exhibit statewide or national
significance. Many of the Pennsylvania streams currently classified as EV cannot meet that standard, and the
proposed regulation lets DEP continue to designate EV streams that could never meet such a standard.

Almost half of the streams now classified by DEP as EV waters are on private lands. DEP should not be
permitted to designate waters that flow through private lands for EV protection because of the extreme
restrictions the designation imposes on individuals and communities who wish to use the waters responsibly
to improve their quality of life.

Expand public participation in the EV designation decision.
If the final regulation allows the EV designation to be placed on private watershed lands, you should provide
for more public participation in the decision to designate EV waters. The proposed Fidernaking asks for
more public input on technical issues, but it brushes aside any public discussion of the serious economic and
social impacts that the EV designation can have for the people who live and work in the affected watershed.

The regulation should be changed to require DEP to get the people affected by an EV upgrade to buy into it.
Specifically: g l i l f i
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• DE? should be required to inform the owners of private watershed lands that would be affected by a
new EV designation how it will limit what they can do on their property.

• The regulations should allow the affected property owners to decide whether they want the EV
designation.

+ DEP should be required to get a formal commitment from the owners of the affected watershed lands to
preserve the resource at the strict EV standard before recommending the designation to the EQB

Make general permits available on ail Special Protection waters.

The proposed regulation allows general permits for minor discharges on HQ streams. This is a positive step,
but it should go farther. Many private individuals own the minerals under EV watershed lands. If their
discharge qualifies for a general permit, they should be able to use that permit on both HQ and EV streams.
Otherwise they may not be able to extract the minerals economically.

Keep the "de minimis" permit threshold to ease the permitting burden.
I support the proposal to ease the permitting burden for minor discharges to HQ streams.

Change the High Quality Waters program to match federal standards.
DEP's proposal allows streams to qualify for HQ status if they have water quality that is "generally better *
than water quality standards. The EPA regulation, on the other hand, requires a stream to "exceed" water
quality standards before it can be elevated to HQ status. A stream should never qualify for Special
Protection if even one of hs water quality parameters violates the required standard.

Use sound science to evaluate streams for Special Protection.
DEP should also be required to conduct a valid scientific investigation of water quality to determine if a
stream qualifies for Special Protection. It is bad science to rely on one grab sample to assess a stream. While
it may be a bureaucratic convenience, this limited sampling does not generate enough information to
accurately determine whether a stream's background condition exceeds water quality standards.

Change the Social and Economic Justification requirements for High Quality
Waters to match federal regulations.
The Department's proposal imposes the basic federal SEJ standard and adds a second "balancing test" that
has no federal counterpart. The balancing test should be removed from the final rule.

Eliminate the requirement for two public comment periods for permits on Special
Protection streams.
The proposed regulation requires NPDES permit applicants to solicit public comment on proposed
discharges to HQ and EV streams before applying for the permit. This is an unnecessary burden on the
permit applicant that is not required by the federal regulations. It also serves no purpose because the
department will also ask for public comments after the application is submitted. The requirement that permit
applicants must ask for public comments is costly, time-consuming and redundant, and it should be
eliminated.

Thank you for considering these comments. I hope that you will hold the DEP accountable for living up to
me requirements ©fine Governor's Execuiive Order.

Sincerely, /}

(AJ^>^^^i
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1106BE*tfonRd
Roslyn, PA. 19001

Environmental Quality Board
DEP,PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

DearEQB,

I am writing to you in regards to the DEP's current anti-<fcgredation proposal. I reject this proposal. Y ou
need to adopt simpler and better standards of the EPA. For our health, the environment and all living things.

My name is Tiffany Garnez. My address is 1106 B Easion Rd5 Roslyn, PA 19001. Please reply to my
request. Thank you for your time.

May 16, 1997
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Sincerely,

Tiffany Game?
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May 16,1997

The PA Environmental Quality Board

Dear Sir or Madam:

Please know that we support the standards of the EPA. Therefore, please
reject the DEP's Anti-degradation proposal.

Sincererly,

Thomas Barbush

&2£ BeecK A\J<L
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May 17, 1997

Mr. James Seif
Chairman
Environmental Quality Board
16th Floor, Rachet Carson Building
P.O.Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Mr. Seif
This letter is to protest the proposal to meddle with the current regulation protecting the "existing

uses" of our waters. Right now, we have language protecting existing uses because DEP failed to include
such language, and EPA was ordered to write a regulation by a Federal judge. At last we have protection
that the Clean Water Act intended.

The proposal in the March 22, 1997 PA Bulletin gives DEP an important "out" It ways that the
existing use will be protected only after DEP evaluates the technical data. Until then, DEP is under no
obligation to protect the existing uses. With DEP s misguided "money back guarantee," DEP will not have
time to evaluate "existing uses" and will simply not do so. Under the regulation, the protection is qualified,
so the regulation will not be violated.

Here in southwestern PA, we are losing streams to coal mining, both from waste disposal sites and
from subsidence. We need strong existing use protection and an agency that is willing to use it. I am
against any proposal for existing use protection that qualifies the Federal language as this proposal does.
Change the language to the Federal Language

Sincerely Yours

Gertrude Wiliuszis

Mrs, G. Wiliuszis

New Eagle, PA 15067
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James Self
Environmental Quality Baard
P.O. Box 6477
Harrishurg, Pa. 17105-0477

Dear Mr. Self, v[c-

i+lj Yeoaian. S t .
Jonastoen, Pa. lp^Jb
May 17, 19^7
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I oppose tne antidegradation proposal published in the
March 22 issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin. This proposal xs
a result of an order from the Envirnomental Protection Agency(EPA)
to bring Pennsylvania water resources antigradiation program up
to Federal standards. This proposal is still far inferior to the
Federal law it replaces. Following are a few of my complaints.

We must retain special protection for High Quality(HQ) and
Exceptional Value(EV) streams. Without oversight and special
proction, abuses could lower the quality of a stream, only then
have them redesignated as a lower quality stream. Once a stream
qualifies for HQ or EV every effort must be made to keep it at
that level.

Wetlands are not included in this proposal while the EPA
regulation that it replaces did provide for wetland protection.
We must include seeps, springs and wetlands to give us overall
"watershed" protection not just "surface water" protection.

Department of Environmental Protection(DEP) plans a major
assessment of our streams* This is a proper endeavor however
DEP plans to provide only basic level protection for streams
until the assessment qualifies it for higher level protection.
DEP should protect the unasaessed streams at the highest level
until a permit applicant can demonstrate otherwise. The public
resources should get the benefit of the doubt.

Finally, for the reasons stated and many other flaws this
regulation should be rejected or completely re-written. We must
have at a minimum, the protection that the Federal lav/ now

The Environmental Quality Board should reject this -provides
proposal

Sincerely,

Louis Leo Will

a JJLJLU
MAY 2 I 1997 , L ^

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
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R.D.#1 Box 222A
Emlenton, Pa. 16373
May 17, 1997
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Chairman of
Environmental Quality Board
P.O.Box 8477
Harrisburg,Pa. 17105

I am writing in regard to the antidegradation regulations

propasal in the March 1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowing general NPDES permits in our

High Quality streams. Oil and gas discharges have done a

lot of damage in the northwest part of the state. General

permits are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of

knowinag how mcuch degreadaation is taking placea until

it was too late.

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend and

much bad. The proposed regulation should be rejected by the

Sincerely,

-̂w x JUJ^



SIERRA CLUB
Reply to:

Martin E. Visnosky
402 Harvey Street
Erie, PA 16511-1230

Pennsylvania Chapter

P.O. Box 606

Harrisburs, PA 17108

Environmental Quality Board
Mr. James E. Seif, Chairman
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Re: Antidegradation Proposal

Dear Mr. Seif:

May 17, 1997
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MAY 2 I 1997

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD

The Water Resources Committee of the Pennsylvania Chapter of the Sierra
Club has reviewed the subject proposal. The Pennsylvania Chapter represents
over 20,000 Sierrans who, like all Pennsylvania's, rely on our public waters
for recreation, livelihood, and drinking. We have closely followed the
antidegradation issue in Pennsylvania for a number of years.

This proposal, when compared to the old "Special Protection" program,
and the current policy (without implementation methods) that came into effect
early this year, falls well short of the needs of Pennsylvania. Our specific
comments follow.

EPA, under Federal Court order, published proposed rulemaking for
Pennsylvania last summer. DEP, in response, undertook an aggressive
propaganda campaign against the proposal, representing the Federal policy as
"one size fits all," and stating that EPA's action would jeopardize protection
of Pennsylvania's waters. DEP specifically mentioned that Exceptional Value
streams would be lost under EPA rules.

Now DEP has answered. Given DEP's words of last summer, an inclusive,
protective program should be the result. Because we have followed the issue
for some time, it comes as no surprise, however, to find the proposal a
transparent attempt to finesse around the Federal (current) policy, and a
major retreat from the old Special Protection program. The program is not
inclusive, and the protection is less than we had under the Special Protection
program. Specifically:

High Quality and Exceptional Value designations can be rolled back
without any scrutiny by EPA.

Existing use protection is compromised by language that allows DEP
to choose when and where it provides protection.

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER



Surface waters will be assessed rather than watersheds, contrary
to common sense, and making DEP's new "watershed" emphasis nothing
more than empty words.

DEP wants to assess both chemistry and biology to receive HQ
protection. The result is that there are fewer ways for streams
and rivers to receive HQ protection than under the Special
Protection program. There is no way for lakes, ponds, reservoirs,
seeps, springs or wetlands to receive the protection.

Protection for HQ streams is less than the Special Protection
program provided. There is no basis for allowing the 25% "free
ride" and general permits in HQ waters.

The selection criteria for EV waters does not reflect the
definition, as no weight is given to public lands. This is less
protective than the Special Protection program.

DEP insists on their current "no degradation" standard which in
reality allows degradation at all but the highest instream flows.

The Sierra Club opposes these proposals.

One glimmer of good news: the proposal includes a "social or economic
justification" provision that clearly states that the public interest must be
served by any degradation of the public's waters. Whether or not DEP will
implement this with any teeth remains to be seen.

We are dismayed that in almost every important area, DEP has again sided
with business interests that see an decrease in protection as an opportunity
for an increase in profits. This proposal ignores public input, and is to the
long-term detriment of Pennsylvania's environment and economy. Only polluting
businesses would wish to locate or expand in a state that desires less
protection for its waters. Do we want that kind of "growth?"

This proposal has little good about it, and, overall, we are better off
with the current (Federal) regulation now in place. But as you well know,
states are permitted to have water quality regulations more stringent than the
Federal minimum. Since you are so worried about EV, as you claimed to be last
summer, then your response is obvious: propose nothing more than an EV (Tier
2 1/2) category, and let the current regulation alone. Write implementation
methods that reflect the current regulation and stop trying to craft weasel
language to allow polluters off the hook.

Yours truly,

Martin E. Visnosky
Co-Chair
Water Resources Committee



m SIERRA CLUB
Reply to:

Martin E. Visnosky
402 Harvey Street
Erie, PA 16511-1230

Pennsylvania Chapter

P.O. Box 606

Harrisburs, PA 17108

May 17, 1997

One Page Summary of Comments for the Environmental Quality Board
Water Resources Committee, Pennsylvania Chapter, Sierra Club

The Sierra Club supports the following provision of .the proposal:

The passage in the "social or economic justification" section that
clearly states that the public interest must be served by any
degradation of the public's waters.

The Sierra Club opposes the following features of the proposal:

High Quality and Exceptional Value designations can be rolled back
without any scrutiny by EPA.

Existing use protection is compromised by language that allows DEP
to choose when and where it provides protection.

Surface waters will be assessed rather than watersheds, contrary
to common sense, and making DEP's new "watershed" emphasis nothing
more than empty words.

DEP wants to assess both chemistry and biology to receive HQ
protection. The result is that there are fewer ways for streams
and rivers to receive HQ protection than under the Special
Protection program. There is no way for lakes, ponds, reservoirs,
seeps, springs or wetlands to receive the protection.

Protection for HQ streams is less than the Special Protection
program provided. There is no basis for allowing the 25% "free
ride" and general permits in HQ waters.

The selection criteria for EV waters does not
definition, as no weight is given to public lands,
protective than the Special Protection program.

reflect the
This is less

DEP insists on their current "no degradation" standard which in
reality allows degradation at all but the highest instream flows.

The Sierra Club recommends rejection of this proposed rulemaking.
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1104 Galveston Avmue
Pittsburgh PA 15233

May 17, 1997

Environmental Quality Board DEP
PO Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

I am writing to urge you to reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal, and instead adopt
the simpler and better standards of the EPA

The people of the state of Pennsylvania do not need any further lowering of the quality of their

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Richard F Reynolds /
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11 Poplar Court
Newtown, PA 18940
May 17,1997

Environmental Quality Board

P.O. Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA 17105

To Whom It May Concern:

I am of the opinion that the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal should be REJECTED!

Sincerely,

4<jjuufc#'^JUJUKJU^

NANCY L. SCHULMAN
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY BOARD
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R,D,#1 Box 222A
Emlenton, Pa. 16373
May 17, 1997

Chairman of
Environmental Quality Board
P.O.Box 8477
Harrisburg,Pa. 17105

I am writing in regard to the antidegradation regulations

propasal in the March 1997 Pennsylvania Bulletin.

I am opposed to the allowing general NPDES permits in our

High Quality streams. Oil and gas discharges have done a

lot of damage in the northwest part of the state. General

permits are not tracked by DEP, so they would have no way of

knowinag how mcuch degreadaation is taking placea until

it was too late.

The proposed regulation has little good to recommend and

much bad. The proposed regulation should be rejected by the

Sincerely,

7/7<u^ fiiL^c^
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May 17 , 1997

Environmental Quality Board
DEP, PO Box 8465,
Harrisburg, PA 17105

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

We need to tell the EQB and EPA that we need standards that
protect our waterways from any more degradation.

Please reject the DEP's current anti-degradation proposal.

We would appreciate a reply to this letter.

Very truly yours,

Mr. & Mrs/ J.W.^Jarman }
422 Fountain Farm Lane \
Newtown, PA 19040 ?
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